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Objective

To solicit input from H&SS faculty early in the performance planning process.

Dean Harrington's Presentation

The School has implemented a new mission statement:

Pursue funded research, scholarship, and creative production agendas in H&SS.

Establish H&SS as a preferred destination for undergraduate and graduate
students at Rensselaer.

The new mission statement reflects the School's move from a service role to full-fledged
player in the enterprise of a technological research university.

H&SS has physically grown to occupy new space both on-campus and in downtown
Troy. Sage Lab, our home base, is in the midst of much needed upgrades.

The performance planning process in the School has been broad and transparent. It’s been
a cooperative, and iterative process involving Institute administration, the Dean's Office, the
H&SS Executive Committee, and input from interdisciplinary groups (e.g., FYS, and
Community Informatics), and individual faculty.

There is considerable overlap between the Institute-wide highest priorities and those of
the School.  That is, the Institute priorities in BT, IT, FYE, and EMPAC are consistent with
H&SS efforts to expand research, scholarship, and creative production, and to emphasize
graduate and undergraduate education.

We've surpassed our BT and IT goal of creating a distinctive identity and research profile
in these areas. The growth in Cognitive Science sponsored research, and its soon-to-be-approved
PhD program played a major role here.

There has been further coordination and promotion of our community-based IT and other
research efforts.



FYS makes H&SS the main player in improving the Institute's First Year Experience
programs, We've established good cooperation with the FYE Office on our lecture series. FYS
faculty are now working with the Dialogue Project at Johns Hopkins.

The Arts Department is at the heart of the EMPAC mission. A PhD in Electronic Arts is
in the works. EMPAC is already sponsoring two events in an Arts series.

Our research efforts include maximizing the potential of our new Social and Behavioral
Research Laboratory, sponsorship of research colloquia, laying the foundations for the
Rensselaer Center for the Humanities through the "Humanities @ Rensselaer" lecture series,
moving the editorship of the Journal of Technology Transfer to the Department of Economics,
and establishing new research alliances and partnerships.

Our graduate education work includes expanding our graduate course and curriculum
offerings, organizing recruitment efforts, improving our web presence, seeking capital
improvements to School public spaces, and defining and implementing a compelling graduate
financial aid structure.

Finally, our undergraduate education mission proceeds through development of new and
innovative programs, a leadership role in assessment of Institute core curricula, and improved
placement of H&SS graduates.        

H&SS Faculty Input and Administrator's Response

1) Are our graduate students "too expensive" from the perspective of funding agencies
(especially the NSF)? What about cost-sharing from the Institute?

John Harrington stressed that sponsored research is but one source of funding for
graduate students. Provost Peterson said there's some lower limit for a fellowship below which
the Institute will not provide a tuition waiver.

2) Is continued support for our graduate students integrated into next performance plan?

Tom Apple responded that to this point no student winning a fellowship has not received
a tuition waiver.

3) Is there a preference for graduate students working on BT and IT?

4) What about the connection between EMPAC and the Arts Department?

5) What about rankings? How is H&SS ranked? Is H&SS moving up or down?

The Dean explained that H&SS is not ranked separately from the Institute as a whole.

6) How to pay for EMPAC's annual operating costs?



The Dean responded: not out of the H&SS budget!

7) What does the plan assume regarding growth in the number of students, faculty, and staff?

The Dean said that he hoped to keep the number of graduate students supported through
the School budget flat. The same goes for the number of EMAC majors. Growth opportunities
exist, however, for the other H&SS majors.

8) Why do students enter your School as majors? How do we help them develop their careers as
majors?

9) To what extent does the Career Development center meet the needs of H&SS students?

10) What about more faculty discussion panels of the sort we did last semester around the war in
Iraq?

Additional Faculty Input

1) Calculus should be required on a major-by-major basis. If there is an institute-wide
requirement, it should be statistics and decision-making with a good dose of game theory.

2) H&SS should be encouraged to create a BA degree and recruit liberal arts majors interested in
critical perspectives and innovative directions for S&T.

3) An H&SS faculty member received comments on an NSF grant they submitted saying that the
amount we charged for grads was outrageous. The commentator also said he was told not to
make such comments by the NSF review officer, which implies that there may have been many
such reactions. Another H&SS faculty member seemed to indicate that they had some similar
feedback.

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee is not aware of anyone collecting
reports on reactions to Rensselaer proposal budgets. When this matter came up at the Faculty
Senate meeting with the President, the President remarked that RPI  “as a whole” has not
suffered from this increased strain on proposal budgets, as evidenced by the increased external
funding. However this result was not desegregated by school. We should determine the impact
that this has had on grants in H&SS.

Emerging Criteria for Performance Plan Evaluation from School Of Humanities and
Social Science

In this context, the following criteria are set forth for continuing School of Humanities
and Social Science performance plan evaluation.



1. How does this performance plan reduce the “cost” of graduate students in Humanities
and Social Science?

2. How does this performance plan help provide continued support for graduate students
in Humanities and Social Science?

3. How does this performance plan facilitate professional practice diversity, in parallel
with the obvious emphasis on such areas as BT and IT?

4. How does this performance plan begin to build a strong connection between EMPAC
and the Arts Department?

5. How does this performance plan address career development for majors in
Humanities and Social Science?

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee expects to see consideration of
the above concerns in the development of the School of Humanities and Social Science
Performance Plan for this year.  The Committee expects continuing dialog on these matters, and
hopes that this report can be a reference for such discussions.

It is particularly important that a reasonable balance be created between a) the use of
resources for the Rensselaer thrust areas, and b) the requirements for developing and maintaining
a strong central program.
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H&SS Catalog Mission Statement

Old:
 To Provide a core of courses that introduce all

Rensselaer students to H&SS.
To provide innovative undergraduate majors and

graduate programs.

NEW:
Pursue funded research, scholarship, and

creative production agendas in H&SS.
Establish H&SS as a preferred destination

for undergraduate and graduate students at
Rensselaer.
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H&SS On and Off Campus
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H&SS Performance Planning Process

• Institute Administration

• Dean’s Office

• H&SS Executive Committee
• Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs

• Associate Dean for Graduate Programs

• Representative of H&SS Faculty Council

• Department Chairs
• Arts; Cognitive Science; Economics; Language

Literature and Communication; Science and
Technology Studies

• Input from interdisciplinary groups: First Year
Studies, IT-Community faculty group
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Institute-wide Highest Priorities

Institute Highest Priorities
– Initiatives in Biotechnology and Information

Technology.

– First Year Experience.

– Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center.

H&SS School Highest Priorities
– Expand Research, Scholarship, and Creative

Production.

– Graduate Education.

– Undergraduate Education.
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

BT/IT Goal: Create a distinctive BT/IT intellectual identity
and research profile.

Projections set by
department in Ph.D.
proposal; levels of
funding per year have
already been exceeded.

Develop yearly
targets for funding
levels in CS as
percentage of
available pool

Move to
nationally
leading level of
sponsored
research in CS

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04 StrategiesFY04 Goal

1,577,8504,621,209102002

2,775,3826,334,211102003

175,9562,458,77962001

117,000962,90762000

Total Approved ($)Total Proposed ($)ProposalsYear

Cognitive Science Sponsored Research
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

BT/IT Goal: Create a distinctive BT/IT intellectual identity
and research profile.

Community
Technology Center
open in SBRL; Dean
presents on
Community Research
in November; Spring
roundtable on Building
Bridges scheduled;
quarterly IT and
Community faculty
meetings; IT projects
featured on web site

Coordinate
community-based
research on and off
campus; organize
BT/IT roundtables

Move school-
wide
community-
based
research to
next level of
visibility/impact
.

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04 StrategiesFY04 Goal
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

Goal: Build on existing strengths to raise First Year Studies
program to the level of national stature.

FYS has organized and
FYE has funded Fall 03
lecture series; FYS
linked to Navigating
Rensselaer and Beyond

Coordinate FYS with
FYE.

Contact with Johns
Hopkins University and
its Dialogue Project; lead
role in NSF curriculum
development proposal.

Assess with national
benchmarks

First spring semester
offerings, including new
courses in areas of
emphasis

Develop emphasis in
three areas: global
citizenship; pluralism;
creativity and innovation.

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04 Strategies
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

Goal: Establish the Arts Department as a core
artistic collaborator with EMPAC.

Two EMPAC sponsored
events in iEAR series; Spring
EMPAC+ events planned
with H&SS

Integrate planning of
performances and
residencies to
complement EMPAC

Research Ph.D proposal in
electronic arts in department
preparation; research
proposals submitted to
Rockefeller Foundation,
Langois Foundation, and
NEA

Define an integrated
research agenda in
Experimental Media and
Performing Arts; pursue
externally-funded
research

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04 Strategies
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

Research Goal: Create mechanisms to expand research,
scholarship, and creative production in H&SS.

Planned: STS/Arts colloquium on
social robotics (fall); IT and
Community colloquium (spring);
Game Studies (spring); plan for
additional travel resources to
come

Sponsor colloquia and
increase faculty
participation in
conference

Humanities@Rensselaer lecture
series continues at 3 per
semester; shares sponsorship of
colloquia; NEH planning grant in
preparation

Lay foundations for
Rensselaer Center for
Humanities

SBRL press opening October 3;
three subsequent events
scheduled in 2003-04

Maximize SBRL as
showcase for H&SS
research

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionsFY04 Strategies
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

Economics of Corporate
Responsibility conference
scheduled for spring with University
of Nottingham; Cognitive Science
lecture/publication series in
contract with Erlbaum; spring
symposium on science and science
fiction in development with SUNY
Writers Institute

Establish research
alliances and
partnerships

Journal published on-campus;
special issue on science parks
published from on-campus
conference

Establish on-
campus editorial
office of Journal of
Technology
Transfer

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionsFY04
Strategies

Research Goal: Create mechanisms to expand research,
scholarship, and creative production in H&SS.
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date
Graduate Education Goal: Make graduate programs more

competitive by improving quality and by establishing
competitive financial aid.

Ph.D in Cognitive Science approved;
Ph.D in Electronic Arts in development
(fifth in five departments)

Expand graduate
offerings

Fiscal plan presented to
administration; new internal
fellowships planned; workshops for
external fellowships held; external
support for students rising; database
and degree schedules in place

Define and introduce
a compelling graduate
financial aid structure

Additional recruitment events in
previous year under examination;
H&SS site and three department sites
redesigned; renovations planned and
funded in three buildings

Organize recruitment
events; improve web
presence; seek
capital improvements
to public spaces

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04 Strategies
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H&SS FY04 Plan to Date

Undergraduate Education Goal: Strengthen existing and
develop new innovative programs that position H&SS as a
preferred destination at Rensselaer.

Concentration in graphic design approved;
programs in gaming, music/computer
science/acoustics, and Human-Computer
Interaction in development

Develop
innovative
programs

Dean’s office linked to CDC for more focus on
graduates from EMAC, Minds and Machines, and
PDI; new and expanded H&SS Advisory Council
in development

Improve
placement of
H&SS
graduates

Institute assessment of core supplemented by
school committee on H&SS core; review of
EMAC program; expansion of First Year Studies
program; Dean leads liberal arts meetings at
2004 ASEE

Lead institute
assessment
of core
curricula

FY05 PlanFY04 ActionFY04
Strategies
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